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Fibl'e Al't Pewtel' 
Laminate 

From Greenlam. 

www.greenlam.com 

A/eve 

From EDL. 

www edleuro.com 

For a softer look on hard surfaces, try 
Greenlam's Fibre Art Pewter laminate. 
Possessing all the durability of laminate. it 
combines the natural aesthetic of fibre with a 
metallic sheen. There's even the option of high 
gloss or extra matte finish! 

Gorgeous woodgrain laminates that come 
in 10ft sheets (rather than the conventional 
8ft), the Italian-made Aleve allows for greater 
flexibility in use. minimising joins for bigger 
surfaces. In 11 designs inspired by the ancient 
forest of Aleve in Piedmont. Italy. 
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From Roselle Mont Clair. 

w w w.rosellemontclair.com 

Bring three-dimensional 
textured profiles to your 
wall with these Profile 
Surfaces panels. Made 
from gypsum with 
mica, quartz, graphite, 
starch and natural 
pigment additives, 
these come in designs 
such as Bedrock, 
Quarry and Ridge, and 
in 65 colours. 

Woo/Rugs 

$799each, 

from Crate and Barrel. 

www.crateandbarrel.com.sg 

Handcrafted in India, 
rugs add a cosiness to 
any room. as well as 
help demarcate areas. 
The soft grey hues and 
geometric pattern of 
Crate and Barrel's latest 
rug collection, In Mirren 
Grey (front. size: 6'x9') 
and Destry (size: 5'x8'), 
have an edgy urban 
feel, whilst still being 
homely. 

KompacPanel 

From KompacPlus 

www.kompacplus.com 

Known for its lush-coloured fabrics and 
gorgeous prints, Designers Guild turns to 
geometry in its latest collection featuring 
woven designs. Jewel-cut facets, interlocking 
tiles and tweeds, and metallic effects, these 
fabrics will add an architectural touch to retro 

e upholstered furniture. 

A non-porous, low-maintenance solution for wall 
and countertop surfacing needs, KompacPanel 
requires zero hacking of tiles as it can be 
installed over existing surfaces. Made in Italy, it 
is resistant to burn marks and water spills, and 
comes in woodgrain and stone looks. 


